ONLINE TEACHING IN KOREAN LANGUAGE
The Finnish University Network for Asian Studies

Elementary Korean, 3 ECTS

Pilot course provided for students from Aalto, Oulu, Tampere and Vaasa universities. From these universities 12 students will be taken to the course in the order of enrollment. Students from other member universities of the Asia Network can take elementary level courses in Korean in their home university or in a university nearby (ÅA -> Turku). After the pilot, the course will be provided for students in all member universities.

Application period: 1-30 September, at http://www.asianet.fi

Time: 3.10-9.12 + final exam

Learning outcome: Korean alphabet, pronunciation, basic sentence structures, and basic communication phrases such as self-introduction.

Materials: Online lectures provided by the Cyber University of Korea, Level 1 of Korean language, lectures 1-7; Additional materials including exercises in vocabulary, listening comprehension, speaking, writing.

Taken as:
The course is divided into ten sections of which each takes one week. Students follow the online lectures of the Cyber University of Korea and do online exercises according to the course plan. There will be one mid-term exam and a final exam. The exams will be arranged in the participating universities as normal classroom exams.

Two online real-time sessions will be arranged with the students: one in the beginning of the course and one before the mid-term exam.

Grading: 1-5.